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Version control 
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Guidance to accompany policy 

• Guidance for Employees – How to work in an agile way

• Guidance for Managers – How to engage an agile team

• Guidance for Managers – How to induct agile employees

• Guidance – Meeting Etiquette

• Office Buildings Guidance

Definitions that apply to this policy 

Agile Working Agile working is the term used by the 
council to describe how employees can 
work flexibly from different locations, at 
different times and using mobile devices. 

This could be from a council building, 
within the community from home working 
or any combination of these. 

Flexible Working Flexible working is the term used to 
describe the different ways in which 
employees can change the ways in which 
they work and can include changes to their 
working pattern including part time hours, 
job sharing, annualised hours and term 
time only working as some examples.  

Work Styles The different work styles describe and 
define the mobility and flexibility of location 
for each individual member of staff  

Hot-Desking A hot desk is a desk that can be used by 
any employee to complete work from, if not 
occupied by a “Desk Based” employee. 

A “Desk Based” employee’s desk can be 
used as a hot desk, if the employee is not 
using the desk e.g. due to a non-working 
day, working remotely or being on annual 
leave.  
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Purpose of the Policy 

The Agile Working Policy sets out an overall framework, enabling the council’s workforce to 

carry out duties in a more efficient and effective way. The framework, as set out by the 

policy, provides a medium for consistency and fair practice when implementing and 

maintaining agile working.  

This policy will enable both managers and employees to gain a better understanding of 

agile working and understand the basic principles, which can then be considered and 

applied to specific roles.  

This policy covers the provision of facilities by the council to enable employees to have 

secure and reliable access to any of the council’s information systems which they have 

been authorised to use.

Introduction 

What is Agile Working? 

‘Agile working’ is an arrangement which enables employees to work from a variety of 

locations to best serve the customer and the service without changing contractual hours or 

base of work. Agile working allows the council to deliver its services in the most cost 

effective manner whilst providing greater flexibility for employees in how they work, subject 

to business need and manager approval.   

What is Flexible Working? 

Flexible working is about how we work, e.g. different working patterns such as annualised 

hours, 9- day fortnight or even the flexibility to take lunch breaks at a different time of day. 
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The Benefits of Agile Working 

It is anticipated that agile working will offer benefits to our employees, residents, service 

users and the council.  The key benefits of agile working are as follows:  

• Increased productivity – enabling employees to manage their own workload

effectively, enabling concentration and avoiding office environment interruptions.

• Reduces unnecessary travel and time related costs.

• Lowers our carbon footprint, through reduced travel and emissions.

• Improving work life balance which in turn can increase employee wellbeing.

• Improve the recruitment and retention rates of experienced and skilled employees

by offering a range of workstyles to match preferences.

• Reduced absence rates and any associated costs.

Our Approach to Agile working 

The Council’s aim is to enable employees to have a greater choice about how and when 

they work.  All decisions regarding agile working will start from what provides the best 

possible outcomes for residents, service users, customers, the council and stakeholders 

both now and in the future.  Managers are required to identify and maximise the agile 

working of their employees. In support of the delivery of the service, employees will be 

encouraged to work in a number of ways. Typical examples include: 

• Working from their contractual base of work

• Working from home

• Working from a council office desk anywhere in the County

• Working from customer / clients premises

• Working in a council library.

Managers are expected to: 

• Enable employees to maximise agile working where possible (business needs will

take priority), ensuring that adequate cover is available during business hours
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• Agree a working style and working pattern with their employees

• Work with their employees to ensure that work activities and environments are Risk

Assessed

• Ensure employees carry out Workstation Risk Assessments (please see section

Health and Safety Risk Assessments)

• Review working styles and patterns with employees on a regular basis

• Agree how and when they will communicate with employees

• Agree and carry out regular 1-2-1 meetings. Record the 1-2-1’s on iTrent

• Ensure frequent check ins with employees take place to ensure health and

wellbeing is not being negatively impacted by working arrangements

• Ensure employees take responsibility for the security of council equipment and

sensitive /confidential information, ensuring they comply with GDPR and report any

breaches, loss or theft immediately.

Employees are expected to: 

• Discuss, agree and review their working pattern and working style with their line

manager on a regular basis

• Discuss and agree methods of communication

• Complete a Workstation Risk Assessment for any workplace/workstation that they

operate from (please see section Health and Safety Risk Assessments)

• Have adequate internet access and ICT equipment.

• Inform their line manager of any requested changes to agile working arrangements

in a timely manner

• Be contactable via Jabber (during working hours) and ensure their calendar is kept

up to date

• Be available for face to face or online meetings as and when requested (please refer

to Guidance for Employees - Meeting Etiquette for further details)

• Raise any concerns with their line manager regards to their health, safety, wellbeing,

information security or any other matter.

Our approach to agile working links to the council’s vision to address the climate 

emergency, placing emphasis on the importance of sustainability and the health and 
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wellbeing of both employees and the community. The benefits of improved work life 

balance, employee engagement and reduced travel make a direct contribution to this 

strategic priority. 

For administrative purposes, including the claiming of travel expenses, employees working 

in an agile way will retain a designated contractual work base. 

Our Principles for Successful Agile and Working 

1. The council will support the principles of this agile working arrangement.  Where the 

job role allows, employees will work in an agile manner.  As a general principle, 

employees will be given greater flexibility to work from home (providing they have a 

suitable working environment).  Visits to a traditional workplace should be reduced 

where possible, however, this will depend on business and operational needs. 

2. Agile working must not impact the provision of services, therefore managers are to 

the ensure they have systems in place to maintain a suitable level of service as 

required and to monitor the level of front line facing staff on duty at any one time. 
3. In order to ensure that practical and operational arrangements are considered, an 

initial consultation will be held with individuals and teams about working in an agile 

manner.   
4. Methods of communication should be agreed to ensure that both parties are fully 

consulted and informed, using a combination of virtual, electronic, face to face 

conversations, emails, telephone and team meetings/briefings.  Managers will need 

to ensure that employees have regular one to one meetings and are subject to 

regular catch ups and conversations.  

5. Agile working arrangements should be reviewed on a regular basis through one to 

one discussions.  These discussions should include expected work outputs and 

performance. Significant findings or conclusions should be recorded on the 

employee’s personnel file. 
6. Employees who work in an agile manner will have a base of work for admin 

purposes, which is usually where the main function is based.  Travel will only be 

permitted when online meetings are not possible or suitable for the subject matter 

etc. Managers will be required to monitor and approve all travel claims. Employees 
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will be able to claim travel and time expenses in line with the Travel and 

Subsistence Policy based on the following principles: - 

 

• Deduct home to contractual work base travel mileage and time from the total journey 

• Mobile workers will need to refer to the Travel and Subsistence Policy for further 

details on travel and time. 

Please see section on Travel 

7. Employees may be required to attend work on a particular day, at the request of 

their line manager or Head of Service for meetings, training, customer appointments 

that the line manager and/or Head of Service have determined should be conducted 

in person.  Similarly, there may be circumstances in which employees are asked to 

work remotely or from other work locations, when employees would otherwise 

expect the attend the workplace. In such cases, employees will be given as much 

notice as possible, however they will be expected to attend. 

8. Working patterns for agile working might fall out of the normal office hours. It will 

therefore be essential to agree a work schedule so that managers and colleagues 

are aware of individual working patterns, where they are located and how to contact 

them.  The hours of work must be agreed in advance for those employees that will 

be working from home as part of the agile working arrangements.  For those subject 

to the flexi time system, your working hours of work (including start and finish times) 

must be agreed in advance for those employees who work from home as part of this 

agile working arrangement, employees who work more than 6 hours in a working 

day must take a break of at least 30 minutes.  Further details can be found in the 

Vision Time policy.  
9. Employees must note that the ability to work from home is not a substitute for child 

care or similar carer responsibilities.  It will be an employee’s responsibility to ensure 

that adequate childcare / caring facilities are in place. 
10. Agile working is based on the concept of mutual trust between the employer and the 

employee, any fundamental breach of that trust will be viewed as a conduct matter 

and will be addressed under the council’s Disciplinary Policy.   
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Workstyles 

The council has 3 workstyles that have been created: 

• Fixed Location Worker – a workplace based employee who operates from an

office, depot or DCC Building, i.e. receptionist, street scene operative, catering

assistant.  A fixed worker will typically remain at a workstation or place of work for

most of the day.  Employees will only be given a fixed workstation in limited

circumstances due to the nature of the job or specific workstation requirements.

• Agile Worker – an employee can carry out their activities from a mixture of

appropriate locations, e.g. work from home, work from a council building, in the

community visiting people and/or to attend meetings where required. An agile

worker could be an Admin Officer, Project Manager, Finance/HR Officer for

example.

• Mobile Worker - an employee who works at different locations on a daily basis within

the community normally away from their contractual base e.g. building maintenance

operatives.  Please refer to the Travel and Subsistence Policy for further details on

travel and subsistence for Mobile workers.

 In assessing whether a role is suitable for agile working, managers will need to consider 

the nature of the work being undertaken. There will be roles that are not suitable for agile 

working and business needs will take priority.  For those who do not fit into the above 

categories, their circumstances will be considered on an    individual basis. 

Working Environment 

All employees will be provided with a contractual base from which they can work. 

Employee’s will also be able to access other council buildings to work from.  

Subject to agreement with Managers, there are a number of working environments 

employees will be able to work from, the main environments are as follows:

• Denbighshire Buildings (Offices, Depots etc.) – the council will be responsible for

ensuring office and building spaces are available for employees to use.  The Council
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is responsible for this working environment and will provide, desk, chair, heating, 

lighting, ventilation and connection to the Council’s ICT network. 

• Home – the employee will be responsible for this working environment and the

safety aspects of this environment including desk, chairs, heating, lighting,

ventilation and enabling connection through broadband to Denbighshire’s ICT

network. Working from the home will not be authorised if any of these factors cannot

be met.

• In the Community. Line managers with employees will be responsible for

understanding and risk assessing the work environments and the activities carried

out in them.

If an employee is working from home, the expectation is that this will be the home address 

supplied to the council. If employees wish to work from another address or location, then 

the employee should seek authorisation via their line manager. 

Undertaking work from a second home / holiday home location in the UK will only be 

permitted with line manager approval.  Employees who wish to work outside of the UK will 

need to seek authorisation from their Head of Service and the Head of ICT and this will 

only be granted in exceptional circumstances. 

Technology and Work Equipment 

Employees will be provided with the necessary ICT equipment and technology in order to 

work in an agile manner.  As a minimum you will be provided with: 

• A laptop

• Keyboard and Mouse

• Laptop stand

• Headset

Employees may discuss any additional requirements they have with their line manager. 

Employees will be responsible for providing their own broadband for agile working 

purposes. Employees working from home are required to provide suitable working 
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conditions including a chair and desk, however, in line with the Equality Act 2010, the 

council will consider and support any reasonable adjustments.  All requests for special 

equipment will be considered by Occupational Health. 

 

Employees must take care of any equipment provided.  All equipment will remain council 

property and employees should notify their line manager and the ICT helpdesk if there are 

any faults or issues with the equipment. 

Employees will not be permitted to buy their own equipment and claim this back, instead 

they will need to discuss with their line manager and contact ICT. All equipment must be 

returned to the employee’s line manager upon leaving the council. 

Where an employee cannot connect to the ICT (CAG) facilities for any reason, they will 

need to travel to an office facility where they can work effectively. 

Communication and Contact 

Communication arrangements must be open and robust.  Employees working in an agile 

manner should be contactable, via teams, email, telephone and Jabber during their 

working day.  Employees must keep their calendar up to date at all times and ensure that 

read only access is given to managers and colleagues. 

It is the responsibility of line managers to agree the communication arrangements with their 

employees and ensure these are reviewed on a regular basis and at one to one 

discussions. 

Managers and Employees are encouraged to have face to face contact agreed as part of 

their communications on a regular basis. 

• Employees must not carry out face to face meetings in their own home with 

customers, elected members or officers from other agencies.  

• Employees must keep their electronic calendar up to date if they have plans to 

attend site meetings or site visits direct from home.  Lone working arrangements 

must be put in place for these circumstances. 
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Lone Working 

Line managers must ensure that a Lone working safe system of work is in place for their 

employees.  Any Lone worker safe system of work will be determined from the findings of a 

lone worker risk assessment.  

New Starters  

Agile working should be encouraged, where appropriate, for new starters.  Where possible 

there should be opportunities to integrate the new starter into the team, in person, on a 

regular basis. As part of the employee’s probation review, agile working arrangements 

should be discussed and documented alongside performance expectations. 

Please see Manager Guidance – How to Induct an Agile Working Employee. 

Corporate Image 

For those employees who work in an agile manner, Denbighshire adopt the ‘Dress for your 

day’, allowing employees to tailor their clothing choice to suit their day and demands of the 

role. Employees should consider their day’s schedule, tasks being performed and the 

people they will be interacting with.  Good judgement should be applied when making 

decisions on workday attire, e.g. if you are attending face to face or virtual meeting with a 

Councillor, member of the public or customer then smart/professional clothing must be 

worn. 

Formal face to face or virtual/webcast meetings such as; Planning Committee, Licensing 

Committee, Scrutiny Committees, Cabinet and Council (not exhaustive) will require 

professional work attire at all times. 

Clothing should always be suitable and safe for the work being performed. 

Employees may not opt out of using/wearing personal protective equipment (PPE) 

whenever it is identified as a requirement in the findings of a risk assessment. 
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Travel and Expenses 

It is anticipated in the majority of circumstances, the costs of working from home will be 

offset by the savings in the cost and time of commuting to work, and the benefits of an 

improved work/life balance.  Therefore, any additional costs incurred by working in an agile 

manner will not be met by the council. 

Mileage claims will be reimbursed under the usual terms and conditions of claiming 

expenses and subsistence allowance.  For the purposes of mileage claims, agile workers 

will have a nominated base of work. This will be the main location that their 

department/service operates from.  

Employees will be reimbursed for any additional mileage undertaken. Where an employee 

is undertaking a business journey which starts or ends at their home, there is a 

requirement to deduct the normal home to work mileage from the total business mileage 

incurred. Employees must also deduct the time for the normal home to work journey from 

any claim.  

Employees who have been identified as Mobile Workers will need to refer to the Travel and 

Subsistence Policy for details on travel and time. 

Please refer the Travel and Subsistence Policy for further information. 

Additional Allowances for working from home 

Employees will not be eligible to claim expenses for homeworking. 

Health and Safety 

Health and Safety Regulations apply to the employer and to all employees. Employees 

have a responsibility for their own (and others) health and safety whilst carrying out any 

work activities regardless of the work location and in accordance with the council’s health 

and safety guidance. 
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• When agile working is employed, line managers with their employees must ensure 

that suitable and sufficient risk assessments are in place and reviewed when 

necessary. (see below Health and Safety Risk Assessments section).   

• Accidents or incidents at home during work time are classed as work related 

accidents/incidents and must be reported immediately to the line manager and also 

be reported by the employee on the DCC online incident/accident form.  This form 

can be found on the Corporate Health and Safety pages on Linc (Intranet). 

Employees will only be required to report incidents if they are related to the work 

activity being done and the equipment DCC have provided to carry out that work. 

• Employees will be provided with equipment which is appropriate for their job roles 

and in line with any reasonable adjustments that an individual has. Any other 

equipment requested outside of the standard equipment provision will need to be 

considered once a clear business reason has been made by the individual. 

• Employees who use other council locations to work should familiarise themselves 

with the local arrangements for managing health and safety.  Particular attention 

must be paid to fire safety arrangements and actions required when hearing a fire 

alarm and ensure they adhere to the signing in and out arrangements. Please see 

the attached Office Building Guidance. 

Health and Safety Risk Assessments 

The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations requires employers to ensure 

that a risk assessment of all activities is carried out with the significant findings being 

recorded and safe working systems developed where necessary. Agile working requires 

the following: 

Managers are required to:  

• Develop and record an Agile Working Risk Assessment with their employees.  

• Ensure that employees understand the findings of their risk assessments and follow 

them. 

Employees are required to:  
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• Complete a Homeworking Checklist and share any significant issues with their line

manager.

• Carry out a Workstation Risk Assessment and feedback any significant findings to

their line manager e.g. requirement for additional resources or unsuitability of their

home setup.

• Follow the findings of any team risk assessments and report any concerns or lack of

understanding to their line manager.

The above documents can be found on the Intranet (Linc) under the Corporate Health and 

Safety pages. 

Risk Assessments must be carried out and reviewed periodically or when there are any 

significant changes or when an accident/incident has occurred.  Line managers must keep 

records of Risk Assessments, Checklists and working agreements. The records may be 

held in any format e.g. on paper or electronically but they must be available to employees.  

If an employee is unable to work safety at home, then they will be required to work from an 

appropriate council office. 

Wherever an employee is working with DSE equipment they will need to assess its 

suitability for their individual needs.  

Further information can be found in the attached Guidance for Employees – How to 

Work in an Agile Way. 

Mental Health and Wellbeing 

Working in an agile manner will contribute to improved wellbeing.  Employees and 

managers must communicate on a regular basis to ensure that the workloads, demands 

and training needs are discussed.   

Employees are encouraged to use their annual leave and take regular breaks, avoiding 

working long hours and replying to emails outside of normal working hours.  Employees will 

need to ensure that they take at least 30 consecutive minutes if working more than 6 hours 
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and make time to switch off. Working in an agile way should not significantly change the 

hours an employee works.   

Support your mental health and wellbeing with our Vivup Employee Assistance Programme 

(EAP). Whether you’re facing problems at work or at home, you can access impartial 

confidential advice from qualified counsellors for a range of different issues. A free 

telephone helpline is avalaible 24/7 365 days a year – 0800 0239387

Username and password details can be accessed via the Occupational Health page on 

the Intranet (LINC) or by asking your line manager, Occupational Health or Human 

Resources. 

See attached guidance on Guide for Employees – How to Work in an Agile Way 

Sickness Absence 

When working remotely, if an employee is not able to work due to being unwell, the 

council’s sickness absence reporting procedures apply as it would if the employee was 

attending the workplace.  Please refer to the council’s Attendance at Work Procedure for 

further details. 

Return to work interviews can be carried out via telephone and Microsoft Teams if it is not 

practical to meet face to face on the employees first day back at work. 

Data Protection and Security 

Employees who are working in an agile manner must comply with all relevant legislation 

and council policies.  Access to council systems and the processing of data must only be 

carried out on approved devices.  The employee is responsible for the security of 

equipment, files and any information in their possession.  This includes the transportation 

of such items when working in an agile manner. 

17 

https://carefirst-lifestyle.co.uk/
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The Council’s Information Security Policy must be followed in relation to protecting 

information appropriately.  If handling personal data, the council’s Data Protection (GDPR) 

Policy and procedure must be adhered to. 

Managers must ensure their employees: 

• Understand their responsibilities under the Data Protection Act and the councils 

Information Security Policies. 

• Do not remove or store work files off the corporate network and save to home 

computers. 

• Do not send work related emails or sensitive data to an employee’s personal 

computer. 

• Understands that any loss of equipment or information is reported immediately to 

their line manager. 

• Never leave a logged on computer with an ‘unlocked screen’ when unattended. 

• Ensure conversations of a sensitive / confidential nature should not be carried out in 

public spaces. 

• Family members or any other individuals should not have access to personal data 

on paper or as electronic records. 

• Printed documents must be kept locked away when not in use. 

• Confidential waste should be disposed of in the normal way. 

Please refer to the Data Protection Policy and Procedure which is available on the 

Denbighshire website. 

Insurance, Mortgage and Tenancy Arrangements 

Computers, laptops, phones and other items of equipment provided by the Council are 

covered by the council’s insurance policy. However, employees will still need to make sure 

the equipment and any information on it is safe and secure. 

Employees should only use equipment that they are competent to use and all equipment 

should be checked by the user before use to ensure that it shows no signs of fault or 

damage. Faulty or damaged equipment must be replaced. 
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Employees are responsible for contacting anyone with an interest in their property (e.g. 

mortgage lenders, landlords, leaseholders, building and contents insurer) to make sure 

there is nothing they need to consider when working from home.  The council will not be 

responsible for any additional costs as a result. 

Employees working at home or from home will be covered by the council’s Employers 

Liability Policy.  Any accidents must be reported immediately in accordance with the 

councils reporting guidelines. 

Requesting Flexible Working 

This policy is for agile working arrangements, but there are other forms of flexible working.  

Employees can refer to the Employee Handbook which contains details on the formal Right 

to Request Flexible Working. 

Flexi Time (Vision Time) will remain in place and should be used in accordance with this 

policy. Further details and guidance on Vision Time can be access on the Denbighshire 

website. 

Reviewing Arrangements 

Arrangements made between managers and employees must be reviewed on a regular 

basis to ensure they are suitable for service delivery and business need.  This policy will be 

reviewed on a regular basis by Human Resources.  
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Version control 


This document is subject to regular review due to legislative and policy changes. The latest 


versions of all our publications can be found on our website. Before contacting us about the 


content of this document, we recommend that you refer to the most recent version on the 


website and any relevant guidance. 


Version Date approved Approved by Notes / changes 
v1.0 New guide 23/05/2023 Cabinet
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Introduction  


There’s a certain energy that comes with being in a physical office space. It can be driven 


by morning routines, familiar conversations, and casual kitchen/printer or corridor 


interactions. That energy can be difficult to recreate when employees work in an agile way.  


Denbighshire County Council is committed to ensuring that all employees are supported 


whilst working in an agile way.  It is proved that employees who have the choice as to 


whether they work in the office, at home or another location will have a positive work 


engagement.  However, the council recognise that there is a need to support some 


employees who may find this way of working more of a challenge.  


This guide will give employees some general guidance and offer advice of things that they 


can consider to adopt when working in an agile way.  Some of the suggestions may not 


work for all employees and working in this manner will dependant on business needs also, 


but there may be some useful ideas that could be adopted which would support a more 


agile way of working.  


Definition 


Agile working is a form of flexible working where employees spend some of their time 


working remotely (usually, but not necessarily, from home) and some in the employer's 


workspace. At the same time, it is important to recognise that agile working may not work 


well for everyone.  There may also be certain roles or tasks that require employees to be 


co-located (i.e. working in the same physical location as colleagues), and that working at 


home or from another location would not suit the service.    


 


It is advised that managers and employees continually review their working arrangements 


as part of the 1 to 1 discussions.  Circumstances and job roles frequently change and 


evolve, and it is therefore important that the working arrangements works for both parties, 


that an open dialogue is adopted. Business needs will remain the priority when working 


arrangements are being discussed and agreed. 
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If any employee requires any additional support when working in an agile manner, the 


following pages on the council website might be of use: 


https://www.denbighshire.gov.uk/en/jobs-and-employees/my-employment/mental-health-


wellbeing/mental-health-and-wellbeing.aspx 


Points to consider when working in an agile way 


This guide will look at the main important points that employees may wish to consider when 


working in an agile way.   


Corporate Image 


For those employees who work in an agile manner, Denbighshire adopt the ‘Dress for your 


day’, allowing employees to tailor their clothing choice to suit their day and demands of the 


role. Employees should consider their day’s schedule, tasks being performed and the 


people they will be interacting with.  Good judgement should be applied when making 


decisions on workday attire. 


Clothing should always be suitable and safe for the work being performed. Employees may 


not opt out of using/wearing personal protective equipment (PPE) whenever it is required. 


Agile working may mean lone working 


Ensure that a lone worker risk assessment has been carried out with your line manager, 


this should cover you and the way you work. A lone worker “safe working procedure” must 


be in place for you.  


Create a space to work from   


Employees should, where possible, have a physical space specifically set aside where they 


can work consistently. While not all employees will be able to have an ideal setup, things to 


consider when trying to optimise the space include personal comfort, privacy, noise, Wi-Fi 


connection strength, natural light and a temperature-controlled area. The kitchen table will 


do for short term working, but employees might want to think more strategically if they’re 


setting up for longer stretches of time. 



https://www.denbighshire.gov.uk/en/jobs-and-employees/my-employment/mental-health-wellbeing/mental-health-and-wellbeing.aspx

https://www.denbighshire.gov.uk/en/jobs-and-employees/my-employment/mental-health-wellbeing/mental-health-and-wellbeing.aspx

https://zapier.com/learn/remote-work/remote-office-photos/
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Consider some of the following: 


• Set up a designated workspace. Separate space for yourself to work in, somewhere 


you can focus on tasks without being distracted and set up with everything you need 


for a normal working day – laptop, keyboard, mouse, stationery, papers etc. 


• Make sure you have all the technology you need. This includes a reliable and 


secure internet connection, any necessary files, hardware and software, remote 


access to your company network (CAG) and, importantly, knowledge of how to get 


IT support. 


• You will need to consider Health and Safety. Your Line manager should have 


developed an Agile Working Risk assessment with you and your team.  


•  Employees are responsible for their own home set up and are required to complete 


a ‘Workstation Risk Assessment Checklist’ and the ‘Homeworking Checklist’ which 


can be accessed via the Corporate Health and Safety pages on Linc (intranet).  You 


should inform your line manager if your workstation assessment identifies that you 


require additional DSE equipment, you will not be charged for this. 


• You may not necessarily need office type furniture or equipment at home to achieve 


a good posture.  Equally your own furniture or equipment may not be suitable or 


sufficient.  The Workstation Risk Assessment Checklist is a useful tool to help 


decide what is needed for your situations and circumstances. 


• Make sure that you are comfortable and have the appropriate chair and screen as 


well as any other equipment which will make things easier for you to work from 


home.   


• It is important to note that if you do not have the required space or equipment to 


work from home, then there will be office space available for you to use. 


Please ensure that you: 


• Arrange equipment and furniture to avoid trailing leads and cables 


• Check that your plugs, leads, wires and cables are in good condition 


• Keep your work area tidy and free from obstructions that could cause slips or trips 


• Check you have adequate lighting in your work area to avoid eyestrain 
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• Report any work related incidents and/or accidents to your line manager 


immediately. All incidents and/or accidents must be reported using the Accident / 


Incident Form available on the Corporate Health Safety pages in the intranet (Linc). 


Set a beginning and end time for the workday  


Remote worker burnout is a concern. Come up with a plan and stick to it consistently. 


Some employees might find adhering to an 9am-5pm schedule will work for them, however 


for some employees this will not work, due to personal commitments and childcare.  


Employees must note that the ability to work from home is not a substitute for child care or 


similar carer responsibilities.  It will be an employee’s responsibility to ensure that adequate 


provision is in place to avoid conflict with work performance whilst at home. All working 


arrangements, working patterns and working hours will need to be discussed on a regular 


basis and agreed in advance with your line manager.  Business needs will take priority. 


Flexibility is a benefit to agile working and being able to have a better work life balance has 


proved to be successful in keeping employees engaged and morale high.  However, you 


need to understand what your manager expects of you and this should be discussed on a 


regular basis.  It is essential that the needs of the service has equal priority to your Health 


Safety and Welfare.  


Consider some of the following: 


• Know when to step away from your desk. Be clear about when your working day 


begins and ends and take breaks to refresh. It’s easy to let yourself be ‘always on’ 


when your home and office are the same place.  


• At the end of the day ensure that you close the door on the work space where 


possible as if you would when leaving the office or your other place of work.  If you 


have no dedicated work space, ensure that you pack away your work equipment out 


of sight until the following day, so that you have a clear distinction between home 


and work.  


• For those sending emails outside of the normal 9-5 working pattern, the following 


sentence should be added to the signature of emails to prevent an “always on” 



https://www.quantumworkplace.com/future-of-work/high-performer-burnout
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culture, “Please be aware that I work flexible hours, so whilst this is a convenient 


time for me to send this email to you - I do not expect a response from you outside 


your normal working hours.” 


 


Set a routine for the working day 


Employees should treat the beginning of their day as if it were any other day. Shower and 


get dressed and have breakfast, as you would if you were going to a place of work. From 


there, have time set aside for daily tasks, team meetings, and even breaks throughout the 


day. Having a good routine will keep energy levels high.  It may be that you complete a 


daily exercise class before or after work, walking the dog, reading or spending some time 


meditating.   


Consider some of the following: 


• Get dressed. Changing into working clothes will help you mentally switch to 


productive work mode. It will also help you distinguish between ‘homeworking’ and 


‘home life’. 


• Make sure to take time for lunch and don't have lunch at your desk. Take the time to 


re-energise at lunch break for example. It’s really easy for employees to just work 


through lunch and then have a snack so ensure you have a proper break.   


• When scheduling meetings try and not to schedule back to back meetings. When 


commuting between locations for meetings travel time was always considered, 


however when it is a virtual meeting there is a likelihood that in between time will not 


be factored in.  Employees need this time to be able to de-brief and re-focus.   


• At the end of the day ensure you switch off and ‘shut down’ the laptop.  It will be far 


easier to glance and check emails again later in the evening if the laptop is still on 


and not shut down.  


• Use what was your commuting time from work, to walk the dog, exercise or anything 


that will determine that the working day has ended.  
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Build in self care   


Those extra flights of stairs and the walk from the parking to your base were a built-in way 


of keeping employees moving. It is important that you are able to look after your mental 


health and wellbeing and finding a routine of self-care that works for you.  It may be that 


you try and do your daily exercise class before or after work as part of what would have 


been your commuting time.  Or you may be able to work flexibly to fit in a virtual or face to 


face class in throughout the day, or even a lunch time walk.  Speak to your manager at 


your regular 1 to 1 meetings and agree what would work for the team and you individually.  


Consider some of the following: 


• When work is over, be sure you switch off to avoid burnout. Think about having ‘core 


hours’ which people you work with are around for. 


• Go for a walk or outside where possible to get some much needed vitamin D.   


• Work from a different location a morning or two a week, this could mean moving 


locations in your house.  


• Suggest to your manager that you would like to have a 1 to 1 meeting whilst walking 


so that you can meet in person. 


• Make agile working work for you. Change where you sit, put on music, whatever 


helps you work.  


• Continue to monitor your working time to ensure that you monitor the hours you 


work, and make sure that your manager is aware of any issues that may arise.  


• Rather than feeling obliged to attend all the meetings that you are invited to, 


consider and discuss with the organiser whether to attend for part of the agenda 


items only, rather than the full meeting. 


• Set aside and block out time in the online diary for the completion of work, break 


times and lunch breaks. Always keep your online calendar up to date so that 


colleagues are aware of when you are available. 


• Write a daily to-do list. Set out a list of realistic, achievable tasks to keep you 


focused. 
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Keeping in touch  


When regularly working from home, it is important that employees remain connected and 


engaged with their working teams and services despite the physical distance. A lack of 


engagement or connection to the team and service has an impact on morale, mental 


health, productivity and retention so this is a very important aspect of home working to get 


right, with the underlying principle being that home workers should feel as integrated and 


connected to the team as those who are on site or office based. 


It is important that you read the Meeting Etiquette guide, as there are still standards that 


need to be adhered to whether you are attending a face to face meeting or a virtual 


meeting.   


Consider some of the following: 


• Stay in conversation. Contribute regularly to team chats/group emails so you don't 


drop off the radar. Ask about what people are working on and share what’s on your 


to do list. Being physically separated means you miss the ‘kitchen or printer chats’ 


so this is a means to keep informed 


• Ensure that you and your manager schedule in regular 1 to 1 meetings and these 


can be face to face or virtually.  You may want to suggest meeting and walking if 


that works for both parties.  


• Foster relationships. Make time for non-work chats as you would in the workplace 


and use video calling to maintain face-to-face contact or even Jabber. 


• Be clear in your communication. Speaking in person gives you visual and audio 


cues that help you communicate. Conversing remotely removes a lot of that extra 


information so make your communications extra clear and concise.  


• When you are communicating virtually in any setting make sure that your camera is 


on.  There is a tendency that you don’t want anyone to see you but it is important 


that you have your camera on in order for everyone to feel part of a team.  You 


wouldn’t hide away in a face to face meeting?  


• It may be necessary for you to communicate the rest of your team your working 


pattern and what you are working on so that everyone is clear.  
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• It may be an idea to meet up as a team for a lunch or a team walk to ensure that 


feeling of integration and reduce the feeling of isolation.   


• Ask for support when needed. Speak out when you need assistance, further training 


or support. Your manager, colleagues and you are part of a team and should be 


supporting each other, especially remotely.   
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Guidance – Meeting Etiquette (when working in an agile way) 


Introduction  


Agile working has become the new way of working with virtual meetings and training 


becoming an essential part of how the council maintains productivity and continuity.  


While virtual meetings/training has likely been a part the daily work routine for some time 


now, it’s still easy to fall victim to some major meeting/training faux pas.  


Like any other medium, there are differences between face-to-face meetings/training 


and online video meetings. As a result, virtual meeting and training etiquette differs slightly 


from standard business etiquette. 


Employees need to pay attention to the etiquette that is expected of them, ensuring that the 


meeting is always productive, professional and effective at all times.  Virtual space can be 


a distraction and employees need to be aware of this as they continue to work in an agile 


way. 


This guide can be used to remind employees of the standards expected and will include 


some hints and tips and also the do’s and don’ts. It is also useful for meeting hosts or 


trainers as they also have meeting etiquette responsibility.  


Plan and Prepare  


It is essential that you plan and prepare for your meeting/training in advance.  This will 


mean ensuring that you have a quiet and appropriate place to be able to take part.  Think 


about the location, and whether this is free from distraction and noise.  


Ensure that the software and technology is up to date and that it has been loaded correctly, 


in readiness for the start of the meeting/training.  Employees must also ensure they apply 


the corporate background images, stored with Microsoft Teams, when attending online 


external meetings. 


Employees should also be conversant in how to use the software that is being used, 


including how to use the variety of functions.  If employees are unaware of how to use the 
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software, User guides are available on the ICT training hub on Linc.  Employees should 


also seek additional guidance from their manager or colleagues.  


Employees should ensure that they arrive at the virtual meeting/training on time as they 


would with any normal face to face meeting.  Allowing enough time for them to be able to 


join and iron out any technological issues.  It is also essential that employees are ready to 


take part in that meeting/training, ensuring that they read any pre-meeting papers or 


complete any pre-course work that may have been required.  


Meeting hosts or trainers should also ensure that they send out the agenda or information 


in a timely manner and that the participants have had enough time to prepare.  


Physical preparation  


If face to face meeting/training was taking place employees would prepare physically, but 


getting up and moving so that they made their way to the meeting room/space.  Employees 


would ensure that they take what they needed with them and got themselves ready.  This 


same approach should be taken with any virtual meeting/training. Think about the area and 


the distractions – find a space where distractions are at a minimum so that everyone within 


that meeting/training can focus.  


It may be that employees need to prepare physically by getting up from their normal 


workstation, stretched, get a drink, or log in from a different room.  These examples may 


help to re-focus and get the mind to fully engage with the next meeting/training, and leaving 


behind the previous piece of work that they have been working on.   


Dress Code 


The council have a dress code which can be found in the Agile Working Policy, the 


Employee Handbook and details are contained within the terms and conditions of 


employment. Employees must ensure they dress appropriately for the meeting and the 


audience. Employees are representing the council during external meetings and therefore 


the corporate image must be upheld. 
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Time Keeping  


As with face-to-face sessions, please be on time and be respectful of other people’s time.  


Don't log into the virtual meeting/training at the last moment, this is it not professional and 


can be distracting for all.   


It is also important that meetings/training does not go beyond the allocated time set aside.  


Meetings need to be well managed. Even the most focused attendees can find themselves 


tuning out when virtual meetings/training take too long. 


Be Present  


This means that the camera function is switched on.  Employees need to be present at the 


meeting or training and ensure that they switch camera’s on, unless there is a requirement 


to have them off.   


It is also good practice that when a meeting/training is taking place that jabber system is 


turned to ‘Meeting’ or ‘Do not disturb’ mode, and that employees are present in that 


meeting/training and not instant messaging other attendees or colleagues.  The same 


practice needs to be adhered to in relation to answering/checking emails and completing 


other pieces of work.  This can be distracting for all attendees and employees might miss a 


crucial bit of information or an opportunity to give input.    


Employees should avoid having meetings where possible in shared, open office spaces 


where possible as background noises can be off putting for all attendees.  All employees 


should keep their microphones on mute when not speaking / participating in a conversation 


to avoid any additional background noise for the host and other attendees. 


Leaving your seat during an online meeting and eating food should also be avoided. 


Top 10 tips for effective online meetings 


1. Embrace video calling. Being present and seeing each other is an important part of 


keeping connected. Don’t hide away or do other work during the meeting. 
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2. Use headsets or earphones. This will give better sound quality. Speak directly into 


the mic and remember to mute it when not speaking to limit background noise. 


 


3. Speak clearly and steadily. This will help ensure everyone can understand you. And 


try to modulate your voice, to keep people interested and engaged. 


 


4. Establish etiquette guidelines. Agree a system to give everyone a voice. Arrange 


‘hands up’ signals to agree who speaks next and use chat functions to allow 


everyone to contribute. 


 


5. Repeat the question. The chair or presenter should repeat questions they ask or 


before answering them, to ensure all participants are aware of the original question. 


Repeating the question in writing within a chat box could provide additional clarity. 


 


6. Use names and give context. When responding to chat comments, repeat the 


relevant remarks and make clear who you’re responding to. Don’t just say ‘yes, Jane 


that’s right’ because others may not have seen Jane’s comment and it won’t make 


sense to them. 


 


7. Keep slides simple. Keep to a single thought per slide to help participants 


understand and focus on what’s being discussed. It’s better to have more slides with 


fewer things on them. 


 


8. Keep slides visual. Your participants may be joining from a mobile device and wordy 


slides will be tough to read. Anchor your presentation on relevant, image-based 


slides. 


 


9. Engage participants regularly. It’s hard to simply listen online for a long time. Invite 


participants to give comments or ask questions, and use tools like chat or polls. 


 


10. Be explicit about actions and summarise. Spell out clearly any actions that need to 


be taken and by whom. Summarise meeting takeaways and circulate notes 


promptly. 
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Introduction  


Denbighshire County Council is committed to ensuring that all employees are engaged in 


the workplace.  Our employees are all working in a different way in which they were used 


to and it is vital that managers and supervisors ensure that the team are supported. This 


guide will support managers as to how to engage an agile team.   


Definition 


Agile working is a form of flexible working where workers spend some of their time working 


remotely (usually, but not necessarily, from home) and some in the employer's workspace. 


At the same time, it is important to recognise that agile working may not work well for 


everyone. 


Leading and managing agile teams requires an adaptation of approach, however some 


aspects of day to day people management (such as keeping people safe in the workplace 


SFARP*, communication, relationship building and performance management) will become 


more important than ever before.  


SFARP* = So far as reasonably practicable 


Managers are encouraged to openly talk to their employees and teams about the way in 


which agile working is working for the business and them personally.  Recognising that 


some employees will struggle to adopt this way of working due to personal circumstances 


that will not allow for them to be able to work remotely at home or from another location.   


There may also be certain roles or tasks that require staff to be co-located (i.e. working in 


the same physical location as colleagues), and that working at home or from another 


location would not suit the service.    


It is advised that managers and employees continually review their working arrangements 


as part of the 1 to 1 discussions.  Circumstances and job roles frequently change and 


evolve, and it is therefore important that the working arrangements works for both parties 


and that an open dialogue is adopted.  
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If any employee requires any additional support when working in an agile manner, the 


following pages on the council website might be of use: 


https://www.denbighshire.gov.uk/en/jobs-and-employees/my-employment/mental-health-


wellbeing/mental-health-and-wellbeing.aspx 


How do you engage and agile working team?  


Recruiting and inducting a new team member into an established team that is now working 


in an agile manner will need to be thought through.  More planning and preparation is 


needed, so that the new employee feels part of the team, even though that team may be 


working in an agile manner.   


It is important that an induction plan is devised with various time slots given so that the 


employee meets the whole team and feels part of a team. More information can be found in 


the How to Induct an Agile Employee Guide.   


It is essential that managers take the lead in engaging their agile working team and not 


forgetting the ‘One Council’ approach.  Creating a team that work together to deliver the 


same Chief Executive’s 5 key principles of the council:   


• Culture 


• Communities 


• Performance 


• Member/Officer relations 


• Staff 


In this guide we will look at the main important points we believe that managers and 


supervisors should consider when trying to engage an agile working team.   


The Denbighshire Way – Chief Executive’s 5 Key Principles and 
Values  


It is essential to any organisation that employees including managers and supervisors work 


towards the vision.  Denbighshire County Council has set out its vision and priorities and all 



https://www.denbighshire.gov.uk/en/jobs-and-employees/my-employment/mental-health-wellbeing/mental-health-and-wellbeing.aspx

https://www.denbighshire.gov.uk/en/jobs-and-employees/my-employment/mental-health-wellbeing/mental-health-and-wellbeing.aspx
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employees should work towards these by ensuring that they also abide by the 


organisational values. It is therefore essential that the team are aware of the vision, 


priorities and values, so that they are able to fulfil the overall aim of the Denbighshire Way.  


 
Consider some of the following: 


• Teams should be aware of what the council vision and priorities are and how the 


team contributes to them.  Talk about these in team meetings, check understanding 


and making this a regular feature in team meetings, 1to1’s and other such meetings.  


• The council values should be adopted by all.  Managers should ensure that any new 


employees joining the council demonstrates the values as well as then ensuring that 


all team members abide by the values whilst in the employment of Denbighshire.  


• Teamwork is essential and it is important that managers have a “we” rather than “I” 


approach.   


• Team and individual expectations are communicated thoroughly and regularly. 


Communication  


Agile working is based on effective communication and is critical to the success of any 


organisation.  When communication is not well managed, it can result in poor information 


flow, knowledge gaps, and barriers to effective team working and exclusion of team 


members who are not in the office.  Communication needs to be more intentional, as 


casual or ad-hoc conversations may not happen the same as they used to when people 


where in the office and talking casually in the office, kitchen and other areas.  Employees 


need to feel connected.  


 


Consider some of the following: 


• Meetings should be held on a regular basis and can take many forms, think about 


doing a mix of face to face and virtual meetings.  Also think about different ways in 


which team meetings can be done, for example going for a team walk and getting 


out into the fresh air.   
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• Teams should be encouraged and supported to establish their own principles of 


communication. This may include making use of daily communication via Jabber, 


email and phone as well as face to face meetings and walks. 


• Build in regular social and human connection opportunities to support employee 


engagement and team building, for example team walks, sport or getting out and 


helping the Denbighshire community groups by volunteering as a team. 


• Sharing what every team member is working on or focussing on.  Some members 


will not be aware of what projects or key work areas that others are working on.   


 Wellbeing 


It can be more difficult to provide adequate support and maintain social links for agile 


workers.   People who are deprived of social contact through work can feel isolated or 


disconnected, bringing on pressure and stress or aggravating pre-existing mental health 


problems.  


 


There are practical things we can do to help manage the risk of stress and mental health  


problems for agile workers:  


• Talk openly with them about the possibility of them becoming stressed or mentally 


unwell  


• Involve them in completing stress risk assessments so they can help identify 


potential problems and solutions  


• Keep them updated on what is happening so they feel involved and reassured  


• Have regular keep-in-touch meetings or calls so they can share any concerns  


• Make home workers aware of occupational support that is available to them  


• Take account of the needs of the individual – if someone is an agile worker for 


medical reasons you may need to meet their needs differently  
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Ask & Listen   


Regular feedback is critical to keeping you team motivated as it helps with aligning on 


expectations and objectives. It also demonstrates to the team that managers and 


supervisors care about their work and their professional development, which will encourage 


them to take risks and try more innovative approaches, all of which will motivate and 


engage the team even more.  It’s easy to forget about feedback in a remote set up. If 


you’re out of sight, feedback can be out of mind.  


Consider some of the following: 


• Be a coach to your team. Provide regular feedback on how they can constantly 


become better.   


• Ensure 1to1’s are completed on a regular basis, and provide quick feedback on their 


work.  


• Ask about their wellbeing, and use the question “How are you?” which is provided in 


the 1 to 1 form.  Be interested in them as a person, ask them about their home or 


personal aspects, to get that personal connection. Showing that you care goes a 


long way to motivating your team. 


• Ask about their work life balance, those working from home can sometimes work 


longer hours, making them tired and potentially stressed. Speak regularly about 


workloads, demands and training needs. 


• Encourage employees to take regular breaks and use their annual leave. Make sure 


people aren't working too long to meet unrealistic deadlines or feel obliged to 


answer emails outside normal working hours. 


• Stress can build up over time and the causes can be work-related or from other 


issues. Whatever the cause, it's important that any worker gets help as soon as 


possible, and we should support them to do so. 


Employee Recognition   


As mentioned employees who work as part of an agile working team need to feel 


connected and valued.  Some employees may not be aware that the work that they do 
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alone and within their own four walls has a positive contribution to the wider team and 


council priorities.  Employees don’t need to be seen to be productive. Therefore it is 


essential that managers and supervisors encourage employee recognition to ensure 


employees feel valued, motivated and connected. 


Consider some of the following: 


• Simple regular team ‘shout outs’ across the team so that the whole team are aware 


of what individuals have been doing and how great they have been working.  


• Share comments and feedback that has been received about your team.  


Management style and behaviour 


Management style and behaviour is key to building a successful agile working team.  The 


team should be clear on where they are headed, the expectations of them.  Together with 


this it is important to have the right management style and behaviour to lead, manage and 


engage an agile working team.    


When managing an agile team managers and supervisors will need to think about the 


working environment and giving employees the support they need, and trust them to get 


them job done, which will encourage motivation and morale.  


Consider some of the following: 


• Adopt a coaching style, encourage participation and employee development, and 


empower the team to make decisions, but ensuring that you are visible and 


available.  


• Manage by outcomes rather than presence; recognise effort and accomplishment; 


avoid micromanaging.  


• Get to know your own team and their own personal strengths and attributes. 


• Listen to each team member and care about them by facilitating openness and trust. 


• Lead by example – role model effective agile working behaviours. 


• Consider your own behaviours, including tone of voice (face to face and by email), 


dress code and expectations in meetings etc.  
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• Setting boundaries for agile working and what is acceptable and not acceptable e.g. 


the time in which you send an email, you may want to all agree that there are no 


expectations that emails will be responded to late or early in the morning. Consider 


placing sentence “Please be aware that I work flexible hours, so whilst this is a 


convenient time for me to send this email to you - I do not expect a response from 


you outside your normal working hours.” 


• Consider the health and wellbeing of the team. Asking the team about their health 


and wellbeing and supporting employees with any challenges that they may have.  


Therefore, reducing the stigma around mental health.  
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Version control 


This document is subject to regular review due to legislative and policy changes. The latest 


versions of all our publications can be found on our website. Before contacting us about the 


content of this document, we recommend that you refer to the most recent version on the 


website and any relevant guidance. 


Version Date approved Approved by Notes / changes 
v1.0 New guide 23/05/2023 Cabinet
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Introduction  


Induction is a key part of the worker experience, and can influence how well the new starter 


manages with both their new role and their employer. It begins from the point at which an 


offer is made and accepted, and incorporates the entire joining experience, taking into 


account learning about the role, understanding the organisation and its culture, and 


building relationships with new colleagues. 


Health and Safety legislation requires employers to provide whatever information, 


instruction, training and supervision as is necessary to ensure, “so far as is reasonably 


practicable” (SFARP), the Health Safety and Welfare (HS&W) of employees at work. 


HS&W training is particularly important when people start work or are new to a role. 


Managers need to consider how they manage the whole process of embedding new staff 


from the interview to the point at which they’re truly part of the team. It is about them 


moving from being outsiders to being insiders. 


Managers will have an established team, who know one another and work well together, it 


is therefore essential that the new employee feels part of this team and is given the 


opportunity to be part of that established team.  This can be a daunting time for a new 


employee and it may take more time than usual for them to feel fully integrated into the 


team.  Managers therefore need to spend more time in planning and preparing and utilising 


the probationary period to its full.  We cannot expect a new employee to fit in and thrive 


with a poor induction programme.  


This guide will support managers as to how to induct and agile working employee. More 


information can be found on the website under induction and new starters and further 


information can be found in the ‘How to engage an agile working team’ guide, which may 


be useful.   


The existing team 


When a new employee is recruited into an existing team, it is essential that all staff are 


made aware of the new person and when they are starting and be involved where possible 


in the induction process or programme.  This will encourage team work, and give some 
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existing team members a role in helping and supporting the new employee to feel part of 


the team.  


Managers should communicate to the team the information of when the new employee will 


join and there will be an expectation that all will welcome that employee into the team. 


Explaining that they were all ‘new’ to the team at one point and therefore to be on hand to 


support at any time.   


 


The new employee  


Managers should keep in contact with the new employee straight from the point of offer, 


ensuring that they check in and make sure that the on boarding process is going smoothly 


and that they are on hand should then new employee have any questions in relation to 


their new role and induction.  


Managers need to ensure what the new employee may need in terms of support or any 


other additional considerations that need to be given to support their induction.  


New employees will no doubt feeling anxious and apprehensive prior to them starting, and 


managers should try and ease this anxiousness by ensuring that the new employee is fully 


aware of what the induction process will entail, and be prepared and ready on their first 


day, with all the information sent or given to them.  


New employees need to be made aware of safety processes and measures that the 


employer has in place to keep them safe SAFRP whilst at work. 


Induction Process  


Managers need to ensure that they fully understand the induction process.  Ensuring that 


they explain to the new employee what the expectations are in terms of the completion of 


mandatory modules within the 6 months probationary period.  There are also handy 


induction checklists that can be used for your new employees.  These are devised as a 


checklist and it may be that you want to use or create a new department specific checklists 


with specific departmental processes and tasks that you wish to include.  For more 
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information please visit https://www.denbighshire.gov.uk/en/jobs-and-employees/my-


employment/probationary-period.aspx  


There is also a dedicated New Starter Website which has all the information that a new 


employee will need and this needs to communicated and shared with the staff member at 


the earliest opportunity.  https://www.denbighshire.gov.uk/en/jobs-and-employees/my-


employment/new-starters/new-starters.aspx    


All new employees will receive their E-Learning log on details in their contract of 


employment and will normally be the first three letters of their first name followed by their 


payroll number (including the letter), all in lower case.  Passwords are always set to 


Denbighshire1% (capital D).   


It may be that some new employees will have already accessed this site as soon as they 


have received their contract of employment, and this is encouraged so that they can 


become familiar with the site and ensure that the site is working for them.  


Face to face or virtual? 


Managers need to consider whether it is at all possible to conduct all or part of the 


induction programme face to face within the office environment, or whether any tasks could 


be done virtually.   


Ideally it is always better for the new employee to be shown face to face and if there is no 


reason why this cannot be done, this should be the preferred and better approach.  Of 


course planning is key and having a rota/timetable where different people are in the office 


for a set period of time may work.   


This will give the new employee and opportunity to meet the team and to be shown first-


hand the Denbighshire Way.  This can be crucial in embedding and retaining the new 


employee into the team and into Denbighshire County Council.  


6 



https://www.denbighshire.gov.uk/en/jobs-and-employees/my-employment/probationary-period.aspx

https://www.denbighshire.gov.uk/en/jobs-and-employees/my-employment/probationary-period.aspx

https://www.denbighshire.gov.uk/en/jobs-and-employees/my-employment/new-starters/new-starters.aspx

https://www.denbighshire.gov.uk/en/jobs-and-employees/my-employment/new-starters/new-starters.aspx
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Buddy and/or pairing up system  


When developing an induction programme, make sure that there is someone within the 


team that will act as a buddy or be paired up with the new employee to show them the 


processes.   


This will ensure that the new employee will have someone to go to should they have a 


query or concern later on in their journey when they are working in a more agile manner.   


Managers should also consider allocating a single buddy to the new person at the 


beginning of their journey and throughout their probationary period so that the employee 


has a point of contact.  


When considering a buddy, it may be beneficial to think about their home to work location 


where maybe they could car share as well as other factors like roles, hobbies and interests 


etc.   


Small manageable tasks  


Consider giving your new employee a small number of tasks per day/week which are 


varied.  This will give them a sense of progress and get them used to delivering specific 


pieces of tasks/work.  They will not feel too overwhelmed and will feel that they are 


contributing to the team.   


Ensure that as their manager that you give them feedback on these tasks, this can support 


with the management of their probationary period, but also set clear expectations as to the 


standards that are expected of them.  Feedback is extremely important to any employee 


but more so to an employee who is working in an agile manner.   


The Denbighshire Way  


Ensure that you explain what is meant by the ‘Denbighshire Way’.  Ensure each new 


employee (and existing employees) understand what is meant by this.  Are they clear the 


Denbighshire County Council values and the Chief Executives 5 priorities, all establishing 


the ‘one council’ approach?   
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Managers will need to explain how they fit into this and how their role supports the ‘one 


council’ approach.  Managers should get the whole team to be involved with the new 


employee’s induction process and a good way to set a ‘one council’ approach.   


Availability of team  


When the new employee is embarking on their probationary period, and trying to learn the 


new role and embedding themselves as a team member, it is essential that they know who 


is available within the team.  


It is therefore essential that there is a team rota in place, where they can see who is 


working and who is not.  This can be done via calendars, therefore it is essential that the 


team keeps their calendars up to date at all times.  


The internal Jabber system can also be a tool where new employees can see at a glance 


of which team member is available to them should they need to call upon someone for 


support.  The new employee needs to understand what it means when an employee is 


displaying a ‘do not disturb’ mode or ‘away’.  


Social team time 


Joining a new team can be daunting and overwhelming especially if there is no normal 


office environment.  It is therefore essential that the new employee feels part of the team, 


and has the time to get to know their colleagues.   


This can be done via virtual or face to face social team time.  It may be a good idea to 


introduce the new employee to the whole team via a coffee/tea break which can be done 


virtually.  Managers could also arrange a face to face walk where the team can get 


together socially and get to spend some time together, which they may not get an 


opportunity to do all the time.  Even meeting for a monthly team lunch followed by a team 


meeting may be a good way to engage and get the team together to bond and socialise.   


It may be an idea to do something fun, and for each existing employee to state a unique 


fact about themselves so that the new employee can get to know them better.  It may also 


be appropriate if the new employee is willing to share some interesting facts about 


themselves to the rest of the team.   
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Agile working is about people and culture as much as processes and practices, so 


spending time welcoming and getting to know employees is time well spent. 


Regular 1 to 1’s and probationary period reviews 


Throughout the 6-month probationary period it is essential that managers have regular 1 


to1 meetings with all staff including new employees.  


This will be an opportunity to talk about how they are settling in and how they are finding 


the team and to answer any questions or concerns they may have.   It will also be an 


opportunity for managers to feedback on their progress and whether they are meeting the 


expectations expected of the new employee.  


These will need to be conducted in a professional manner, and be recorded appropriately 


using iTrent.  If there are any improvements needed then these should be discussed and 


agreed with a review period set.  


Manager should speak to their HR Business Partner should they need to seek advice and 


support on this matter.  


The best way to improve your employee induction process is to ask about their 


experiences. 


For example; 


• What is something you wish we had explained better in the first week? 


• What’s one piece of advice you would give to the next person who is recruited? 


• How could we have done a better job of your induction? What could be improved? 


This gives you great feedback to consider and include in your future inductions, as your 


team grows. It is also a good idea to ask for feedback from them.  What do they think is 


going well in terms of their own induction? How they are finding the process?  
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Emergency Fire Plan 


Facility Name: Caledfryn, Denbigh (UPRN 0925-000) 


Address: Smithfield Road, Denbigh. LL16 3RJ 


Telephone: DCC general number: 01824 706000  
DCC Out of hours number: 0300 1230368 


Responsible person: DCC John Dickson, Facilities Manager: 07810 758978 


Key Holders David Joe McCoole: 07748 148238  
Denis Newe: 07733 012426  
John Dickson: 07810 758978 


Plan prepared by: John Dickson 04-08-2019, Reviewed 15-11-2022 
(Review date 15-11-2023) 


Normal occupancy: Up to 300 Persons (Limited due to Covid restrictions) 
Permanent Staff, Visitors, Hot Desk/Agile Workers. 


Operating hours: The building is open to DCC staff between 07:00-19:00hrs 
Monday to Thursday and 07:00-18:30 on Friday. The building is 
open to BCUHB staff between 07:00-20:00hrs Monday to Friday. 
and 09:00-16.00 Saturday`s and Sunday`s  


 


Introduction 


This is the emergency fire plan for Caledfryn Offices, Denbigh. The plan can be used for 


any emergency event requiring evacuation such as a fire, explosion, gas leak, building 


damage etc. 


The Person in Charge may be any trained member of the Building Fire Safety Team who is 


on site during the emergency (Facilities Manager, Caretaker, Floor Manager, Fire Warden 


etc.) 


The emergency plan is put into operation immediately upon the activation of the fire alarm 


sounders, verbal fire alarm warnings (such as shouting ‘fire’) or any other instructions given 


by the Person in Charge. 
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The fire evacuation strategy requires an immediate, simultaneous evacuation of all persons 


from the building. 


All members of staff (including new, temporary, agile/hot-desk workers) will be made 


familiar with the plan and will receive suitable information, instruction and training. 


Emergency Fire Actions 


Action to be taken by any person discovering a fire 


Any person discovering a fire should raise the alarm by operating a fire alarm manual call 


point and by making colleagues aware using verbal warnings. 


 e.g. shouting “Fire’’, ‘’evacuate the building’’ etc”, 


Fire Alarm Warning 


This facility has an automatic fire detection and alarm system. If any electronic sensors, 


detect heat or smoke (or a manual call point is activated) the fire alarm warning system will 


be activated to give audible and visual alarms. 


The fire warning alarm at this facility is a loud, two-tone, repeated warble.  


When the fire alarm has been activated the alarm system will NOT be reset by any person 


other than a member of the Facilities staff. 


Confirm the Fire 


If the fire alarm is activated, the Person in Charge (or assigned deputy) will investigate the 


location of the identified fire to confirm that the incident is a real fire or a false alarm.   


Note: The Fire Service will not attend site until the fire has been confirmed by Key holders 


or other responsible persons at the site.  


Contacting the Emergency Services 


If signs of a fire are identified (flames, smoke, burning smell, significant heat) the Person 
in Charge will call 999 to request Fire Service assistance.  
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Fire Evacuation (All Staff) 


If the fire alarm is activated, all staff, visitors and contractors are instructed to evacuate the 


building by the nearest safe fire exit route to the signed assembly point in the rear carpark 


and await further instructions. 


Nominated members of staff will assist persons with identified disabilities and/or mobility 


problems to evacuate the building. Details recorded in personal emergency evacuation 


plans (PEEPs) 


All persons must wait at the assembly point for further instructions off the Person in charge. 


No one must re-enter the building until told it is safe to do so. 


All staff, visitors and contractors will be made aware of the fire evacuation procedures, 


means of escape routes and fire exit doors. 


Emergency Fire Actions – Organisation and Arrangements 


Building Fire Safety Team 


The Building Fire Safety Team includes  


• The Facilities Management Team (FM Managers, Sit Supervisor/Caretakers) 


• Reception Manager. 


• Fire Wardens 


• First Aiders  
• All members of the Building Fire Safety Team will be identified by high visibility 


jackets/waistcoats (Orange for Floor managers, Yellow for Fire Wardens/ first 


aiders). 


The ‘Person in Charge’ Role 


The Facilities Team are the primary responders who would usually be expected to manage 


a fire alarm event and evacuation.  
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At times, the Facilities team are required to work at other buildings/locations, it is therefore 


foreseeable that the Facilities Staff may be off site when a fire alarm event occurs. 


The Person in Charge is therefore a role and not a named person and will vary according 


to availability, work activities and time of day but will generally be:- 


• A member of the Facilities Management Team or 
• Reception Manager/Senior Member of staff or 
• (Building Fire Safety Team) 


The Person in Charge - Emergency Actions 


In the event of a fire alarm, the Person in Charge will attend the fire alarm panel in 


reception to identify the detected location of the fire. A zone diagram next to the alarm 


panel will relate the indicated fire zone to the building plan. 


The fire alarm system is also monitored (24/7) by an alarm receiving centre who will call 


the Key Holders to warn of the fire alarm activation. 


The Person in Charge or an assigned deputy will investigate the location of the detected 


fire to confirm that the incident is a real fire or it is a false alarm.   


If signs of a fire are confirmed (flames, smoke, burning smells, significant heat) the Person 
in Charge will call 999 to request Fire Service assistance and provide any known details 


of the fire.  


The Person in Charge will remain at the fire alarm panel (if safe to do so) and co-ordinate 


all activities with the rest of the Fire Safety Team. They may assign duties to any of the 


available Fire Safety Team according to the nature of the emergency. 


The Person in Charge will liaise with the Fire Fighters on their arrival to the building to 


provide details of the fire, reported evacuation status and any site hazards that they need 


to be made aware of.   


They will make the site fire folder/grab bag available to the Senior Fire Officer. 
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The person in charge will communicate with the Floor Managers at the assembly point to 


advise whether it is safe to re-occupy the building or if further contingency actions are 


required. 


Reception Managers/Senior member of Staff -  


In the event of a fire alarm activation, the Reception manager or a senior member of staff 


should attend the Fire Panel to liaise with Person in Charge. They may be needed to 


assist the Person in charge. If not needed, they will proceed to the Assembly Point to 


direct and co-ordinate all staff activities. 


If the Facilities Management Team are off-site, a senior member of staff or fire warden will 


temporarily assume the role and carry out the duties of the Person in Charge; 


At the assembly point, senior members of staff/Fire Wardens will ensure that all persons 


remain safely in the assembly area, and where possible collate roll call and other 


information to identify any persons missing or not accounted for. 


They will communicate any relevant information back to the Person in Charge and 


Keep all persons at the assembly point informed on what is happening.  


Fire Wardens -  


As soon as the fire alarm is activated, the Fire Wardens will encourage all colleagues to 


evacuate the building as quickly and calmly as possible. 


They will check all assigned areas to ensure that all persons have left the building and if 


applicable collect the signing in/out boards. 


Close windows and doors wherever possible within their assigned area. 


Exit the building and as soon as possible report to the Person in Charge informing them of 


the evacuation status for their assigned Floor/area. 


Assist the Person in Charge with any further requested activities. 
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Please Note: All fire wardens present at the time of the evacuation must report to the 


Person in Charge to pass on any relevant information. 


All Staff  


Make safe any work in progress.  


Where and whenever possible ensure all windows and fire doors are closed. 


Follow the evacuation instructions and leave the building via the nearest safe means of 


escape route. 


Congregate at the identified assembly point in the rear car park and wait for further 


instructions. 


Report any persons unaccounted for immediately to a senior member of staff or Fire 


Warden. 


First Aiders  


Trained First Aiders are requested to carry first aid kits/supplies with them when they 


evacuate the building and be prepared to administer first aid if required at the assembly 


point. 


Any injuries sustained during a building evacuation must be reported to a senior member of 


Staff or Fire Warden at the assembly point.  


Casualties will be monitored and if required Paramedics will be requested by emergency 


999 call.  


Contingency Plans 


Secondary Evacuation  


As a short-term measure, persons evacuated from the building will be expected to remain 


at the fire assembly point until given further instructions. 
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If the fire alarm event is a false alarm it is likely that members of staff will be allowed back 


into the building once the Person in Charge is satisfied that it is safe to do so. 


If the fire alarm event is not likely to be resolved quickly or it is inclement weather, 


members of staff will be advised on available alternative accommodation or sent home. 


.Major Incident 


If a major incident is declared by the Fire Service, The Person in Charge will contact the 


Corporate Landlord/Senior Leadership Team for them to initiate the County Business 


Continuity Plan.  


At this point the Person in Charge will close the building and send staff home or to work at 


another location.  


Power Failure 


Some of the emergency lights are permanently lit. In the event of a power failure all 


emergency lights will be activated. This will provide sufficient low-level lighting to assist 


escape from the building.  


During an alarm activation the passenger lift should not be used/operated. If it is in use at 


the time of a power failure the lift car will lower to the ground floor, open the doors then go 


out of service.  


General Fire Arrangements 


Fire Detection and Alarm System 


The fire detection and alarm system is visually checked daily and tested weekly 


(Wednesday 10:00 hrs) with the results recorded in the fire alarm system logbook. All faults 


are reported immediately to the alarm provider via Building Services Help Desk and faults 


rectified as soon as practicable by the alarm Service provider. 
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Emergency Lighting System 


The emergency lighting system (maintained luminaires, signed light boxes, bulkhead 


luminaires) is tested monthly and the results recorded in the fire alarm system logbook. All 


faults are reported immediately to the Building Services Help Desk and faults rectified as 


soon as practicable. 


Arrangements for containing a fire: 


The building is designed and built to delay the spread of fire and smoke with fire 


compartments separated by fire resisting doors and partition walls.  


All fire doors must be kept closed to prevent the spread of fire and smoke. 


Means of Evacuation and Evacuation Routes  


There are sufficient fire exits to provide emergency egress from all areas of the building. 


The fire exits are located to allow emergency exit in more than one direction from each 


area.  


Both fire escape stairwells are protected means of escape routes.  


All fire exit doors are clearly identified with emergency directional evacuation signage, 


adequately illuminated and fitted with appropriate single action door opening devices. 


In the event of a Fire Alarm/Evacuation, the lift is not to be used. 


If the fire alarm sounds, all visitors and contractors will evacuate the building immediately 


using the nearest safe emergency exit and make their way to the assembly point at the 


rear of the building. 


In preparation for an emergency, regular fire evacuation drills will be carried out. Records 


of drills will be maintained. 


All means of escape routes and fire exit doors are checked for condition, correct operation 


and housekeeping weekly. The checks are recorded and immediate remedial action taken 


where required. 
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Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans (PEEPs) 


Every person identified as requiring assistance has a Personal Emergency Evacuation 


Plan which details their individual assistance needs and capabilities. 


The PEEP details the best means of evacuation (assisted walking, wheelchair, evac chair 


etc) and is located in the site fire folder for reference. 


Evacuation chairs are available and located in each protected stairwell on Level 2. 


Emergency Assembly Point: 


The emergency assembly point for all persons evacuating the building is the rear car park.  


Whenever possible a roll call will be carried out at the assembly point by the Person in 


Charge, senior member of staff or Fire warden. 


Arrangements for firefighting: 


A range of fire extinguishers (water/foam, carbon dioxide & Fire blankets) are provided as 


firefighting equipment.  


Fire extinguishers are located throughout the site and their positions marked on the site 


plan. 


Fire Wardens are instructed in the use of fire extinguishers through fire awareness training 


and practical training courses. 


If it is safe to do so any trained person discovering the fire may attempt to fight the fire 


using an appropriate fire extinguisher. 


Smoke Dampers: The Air handling unit smoke dampers automatically activate when the 


fire alarm is activated the reset button and Fire Mans switches can be found next to the 


main fire alarm Panel. 


The Building is fitted with an automatic Smoke/gas extraction system that is automatically 


activated when the Fire alarm is activated, the override button can be found on the control 


panel that is located next to the main fire alarm panel in the foyer main reception. 
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Plan drawings of the facility: 


Plan drawings of the site are located in the site fire folder and a ‘grab bag’ located in a 


locker adjacent to the main fire alarm panel. 


The drawings identify the plan layout of the facility, means of escape routes, fire exits, 


stairways, means for fighting fire etc. 


Gas, Electric, water Isolation points 


• Electric – Mains power isolation is in the external electrical intake building to the 


rear of the building. Keys to this building are located in the Caretaker’s office. 


• Gas – The main gas isolation point is located within the external gas locker to the 


side of the building. Keys to this locker are located in the Caretaker’s office. 


• Water – Open water supplies are located in the Mains water isolation is on the 


roadway at the rear car park vehicle entrance. 


• All isolation points are marked on the building plan for Fire Service information. 


Emergency Continuity Plan Contact Details  


EMERGENCY CONTACT NUMBERS / INFORMATION 


EMERGENCY SERVICES ‘999’ 


North Wales Police: 0845 607 1001 


NHS Direct Wales: 0845 46 47 


North Wales Fire Service (Fire Safety) 0800 169 1234 


UTILITY / EXTERNAL COMPANIES 


Scottish Power/MANWEB: 0800 001 5400 


Welsh Water (Leak line): 0800 052 0130 


Any Gas Leaks (Wales & West) 0800 111 999 
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LPG (Flo Gas) 0345 720 0100 


Knowsley Lift Services 0151 286 1322 


DCC EMERGENCY NUMBERS 


DCC Emergency Helpline 01745 538414 


(Out of Hours) 


Corporate Health & Safety Dept: 01824 712541 / 2516 / 2517 


Building Services Help Desk: 01824 706893 


Facilities Manager: 01824 706748 / 07810 758978 


Senior Site supervisor: 01824 706198 / 07733 012426 


Site Supervisor: (CALEDFRYN) 01824 706817 / 07748 148238 
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Emergency Fire Plan 


Facility Name  County Hall, Ruthin (UPRN 0919-000) 


Address: Wynnstay Road, Ruthin. LL15 1YN 


Telephone:  DCC general number: 01824-706000  
DCC Out of hours number: 0300-123-0368 


Responsible person  DCC John Dickson, Facilities Manager: 07810 758978 


Key Holders John Wood: 07920 537305  
Denis Newe: 07733 012426  
John Dickson: 07810 758978  
Adrian Heap: 07467 330559 


Plan prepared by  John Dickson 15/11/2022  
(Review date 15/11/2023) 


Normal occupancy  Up to 400 Persons  
Permanent Staff, Visitors, Hot Desk/Agile Workers. 


Operating hours: The building is open to staff between 07:00-19:00hrs  
Monday to Thursday & 7.00 – 16.30 hrs on Fridays 


 


Introduction 


This is the emergency fire plan for County Hall, Ruthin. The plan can be used for any 


emergency event requiring evacuation such as a fire, explosion, gas leak, building damage 


etc. 


The Person in Charge may be any trained member of the Building Fire Safety Team who 


is on site during the emergency (Facilities Manager, Caretaker, Floor Manager, Fire 


Warden etc.) 


The emergency plan is put into operation immediately upon the activation of the fire alarm 


sounders, verbal fire alarm warnings (such as shouting ‘fire’) or any other instructions given 


by the Person in Charge. 
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The fire evacuation strategy requires an immediate, simultaneous evacuation of all persons 


from the building. 


All members of staff (including new, temporary, agile/hot-desk workers) will be made 


familiar with the plan and will receive suitable information, instruction and training. 


Emergency Fire Actions 


Action to be taken by any person discovering a fire 


Any person discovering a fire should raise the alarm by operating a fire alarm manual call 


point and by making colleagues aware using verbal warnings. e.g. shouting “Fire’’, 


‘’evacuate the building’’ etc”,   


Fire Alarm Warning 


This facility has an automatic fire detection and alarm system. If any electronic sensors, 


detect heat or smoke (or a manual call point is activated) the fire alarm warning system will 


be activated to give audible and visual alarms. 


The fire warning alarm at this facility is a loud, two-tone, repeated warble.  


When the fire alarm has been activated the alarm system will NOT be reset by any person 


other than a member of the Facilities staff. 


Confirm the Fire 


If the fire alarm is activated, the Person in Charge (or assigned deputy) will investigate the 


location of the identified fire to confirm that the incident is a real fire or a false alarm.   


Note: The Fire Service will not attend site until the fire has been confirmed by Key holders 


or other responsible persons at the site.  


Contacting the Emergency Services 


If signs of a fire are identified (flames, smoke, burning smell, significant heat) the Person 
in Charge will call 999 to request Fire Service assistance.  
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Fire Evacuation (All Staff) 


If the fire alarm is activated, all staff, visitors and contractors are instructed to evacuate the 


building by the nearest safe fire exit route to the signed assembly point in the rear carpark 


and await further instructions. 


Nominated members of staff will assist persons with identified disabilities and/or mobility 


problems to evacuate the building. Details recorded in personal emergency evacuation 


plans (PEEPs) 


All persons must wait at the assembly point for further instructions off the Person in charge. 


No one must re-enter the building until told it is safe to do so. 


All staff, visitors and contractors will be made aware of the fire evacuation procedures, 


means of escape routes and fire exit doors. 


Emergency Fire Actions – Organisation and Arrangements 


Building Fire Safety Team 


The Building Fire Safety Team includes  


The Facilities Management Team (FM Managers, Caretakers) 


Floor Managers (Levels 1,2,3) 


Fire Wardens 


First Aiders  


All members of the Building Fire Safety Team will be identified by high visibility 


jackets/waistcoats (Orange for Floor managers, Yellow for Fire Wardens/ first aiders). 


The ‘Person in Charge’ Role 


The Facilities Team are the primary responders who would usually be expected to manage 


a fire alarm event and evacuation.  
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At times, the Facilities team are required to work at other buildings/locations, it is therefore 


foreseeable that the Facilities Staff may be off site when a fire alarm event occurs. 


The Person in Charge is therefore a role and not a named person and will vary according 


to availability, work activities and time of day but will generally be:- 


 A member of the Facilities Management Team or 


 One of the Floor Managers (Building Fire Safety Team) 


The Person in Charge - Emergency Actions 


In the event of a fire alarm, the Person in Charge will attend the fire alarm panel in 


reception to identify the detected location of the fire. A zone diagram next to the alarm 


panel will relate the indicated fire zone to the building plan. 


The fire alarm system is also monitored (24/7) by an alarm receiving centre who will call 


the Key Holders to warn of the fire alarm activation. 


The Person in Charge or an assigned deputy will investigate the location of the detected 


fire to confirm that the incident is a real fire or it is a false alarm.   


If signs of a fire are confirmed (flames, smoke, burning smells, significant heat) the Person 
in Charge will call 999 to request Fire Service assistance and provide any known details 


of the fire.  


The Person in Charge will remain at the fire alarm panel (if safe to do so) and co-ordinate 


all activities with the rest of the Fire safety Team by hand held radio. They may assign 


duties to any of the available Floor Managers/Fire Wardens according to the nature of the 


emergency. 


The Person in Charge will liaise with the Fire Fighters on their arrival to the front of the 


building to provide details of the fire, reported evacuation status and any site hazards that 


they need to be made aware of.   


They will make the site fire folder/grab bag available to the Senior Fire Officer. 
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The person in charge will communicate with the Floor Managers (by radio) at the assembly 


point to advise whether it is safe to re-occupy the building or if further contingency actions 


are required. 


Floor Managers -  


In the event of a fire alarm, one or more nominated Floor managers will attend the Fire 


Panel to liaise with Person in Charge and pick up a radio from the reception desk. They 


may be needed to assist the Person in charge. If not needed, the Floor Managers will 


proceed to the Assembly Point to direct and co-ordinate all staff activities. 


If the Facilities Management Team are off-site, one of the Floor Managers will temporarily 


assume the role and carry out the duties of the Person in Charge; 


At the assembly point, the Floor Managers will ensure that all persons remain safely in the 


assembly area, collate roll call and other information from the Fire Wardens and identify 


any persons missing or not accounted for. 


They will communicate any relevant information back to the Person in Charge and keep 


all persons at the assembly point informed on what is happening.  


Fire Wardens -  


As soon as the fire alarm is activated, the Fire Wardens will encourage all colleagues to 


evacuate the building as quickly and calmly as possible. 


They will check all assigned areas to ensure that all persons have left the building and 


collect the signing in/out boards. 


Close windows and doors wherever possible within their assigned area.. 


Exit the building and report to the relevant floor manager to inform them of the evacuation 


status for the assigned Floor/area. 


Assist the Floor Managers with any further requested activities. 
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All Staff  


Make safe any work in progress.  


Ensure all fire doors and windows are closed. 


Follow the evacuation instructions and leave the building via the nearest safe means of 


escape route. 


Congregate at the identified assembly point in the rear car park and wait for further 


instructions. 


Report any persons unaccounted for immediately to a Floor Manager or Fire Warden. 


First Aiders  


Trained First Aiders are requested to carry first aid kits/supplies with them when they 


evacuate the building and be prepared to administer first aid if required at the assembly 


point. 


Any injuries sustained during a building evacuation must be reported to a Floor 


Manager/Fire Warden at the assembly point.  


Casualties will be monitored and if required Paramedics will be requested by emergency 


999 call.  


Contingency Plans 


Secondary Evacuation  


As a short term measure, persons evacuated from the building will be expected to remain 


at the fire assembly point until given further instructions. 


If the fire alarm event is a false alarm it is likely that members of staff will be allowed back 


into the building once the Person in Charge is satisfied that it is safe to do so. 
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If the fire alarm event is not likely to be resolved quickly or it is inclement weather, 


members of staff will be advised to move to the Ruthin Town Hall building to wait under 


cover. 


Keys and codes for keypad locks for the Town Hall are available in the emergency grab 


bag or from the Caretakers. 


Major Incident 


If a major incident is declared by the Fire Service, The Person in Charge will contact the 


Corporate Landlord/Senior Leadership Team for them to initiate the County Business 


Continuity Plan.  


At this point the Person in Charge will close the building and send staff home or to work at 


another location.  


Power Failure 


Some of the emergency lights are permanently lit. In the event of a power failure all 


emergency lights will be activated. This will provide sufficient low level lighting to assist 


escape from the building.  


An external emergency generator will automatically start up to provide limited power for 


essential building systems including ICT Servers. 


The passenger lift will not operate. If it is in use at the time of a power failure the lift car will 


lower to Level 1, open the doors then go out of service.  


General Fire Arrangements 


Fire Detection and Alarm System 


The fire detection and alarm system is visually checked daily and tested weekly (Thursday 


12:30 hrs) with the results recorded in the fire alarm system logbook. All faults are reported 


immediately to the alarm provider via Building Services Help Desk and faults rectified as 


soon as practicable by the alarm Service provider. 
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Emergency Lighting System 


The emergency lighting system (maintained luminaires, signed light boxes, bulkhead 


luminaires) is tested monthly and the results recorded in the fire alarm system logbook. All 


faults are reported immediately to the Building Services Help Desk and faults rectified as 


soon as practicable. 


Arrangements for containing a fire: 


The building is designed and built to delay the spread of fire and smoke with fire 


compartments separated by fire resisting doors and partition walls.  


All fire doors must be kept closed to prevent the spread of fire and smoke. 


Means of Evacuation and Evacuation Routes  


There are sufficient fire exits to provide emergency egress from all areas of the building. 


The fire exits are located to allow emergency exit in more than one direction from each 


area.  


All corridors are protected means of escape routes.  


All fire exit doors are clearly identified with emergency directional evacuation signage, 


adequately illuminated and fitted with appropriate single action door opening devices. 


In the event of a fire alarm, the lift will not be used. 


If the fire alarm sounds, all visitors and contractors will evacuate the building immediately 


using the nearest safe emergency exit and make their way to the assembly point at the 


rear of the building. 


Emergency evacuation from the front entrance onto Wynnstay Road will be avoided so far 


as is practicable. 


In preparation for an emergency, regular fire evacuation drills will be carried out. Records 


of drills will be maintained. 
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All means of escape routes and fire exit doors are checked for condition, correct operation 


and housekeeping weekly. The checks are recorded and immediate remedial action taken 


where required. 


Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans (PEEPs) 


Every person identified as requiring assistance has a Personal Emergency Evacuation 


Plan which details their individual assistance needs and capabilities. 


The PEEP details the best means of evacuation (assisted walking, wheelchair, evac chair 


etc) and is located in the site fire folder for reference. 


Evacuation chairs are available and located in each protected stairwell at Level 3. 


Emergency Assembly Point: 


The emergency assembly point for all persons evacuating the building is the rear car park.  


A roll call will be carried out at the assembly point by the Person in Charge or Floor 


Managers/Fire Marshals. 


Arrangements for firefighting: 


A range of fire extinguishers (water, foam, powder, carbon dioxide) is provided as fire 


fighting equipment.  


Fire extinguishers are located throughout the site and their positions marked on the site 


plan. 


Fire Wardens are instructed in the use of fire extinguishers through fire awareness training 


and practical training courses. 


If it is safe to do so any trained person discovering the fire may attempt to fight the fire 


using an appropriate fire extinguisher. 
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FM200 system – ICT Server Room and Secure Deeds Room 


The Level 1 secure deeds room and the Level 3 ICT Server room are both protected by 


separate FM200 Gas suppression systems. The smoke damper control panels are located 


outside each room. 


The smoke dampers will be operated by Members of the FM Team or ICT only. See 


separate procedure. 


Fire Mans switches at main fire alarm panel. Detail what for and how to operate.. 


Plan drawings of the facility: 


Plan drawings of the site are located in the site fire folder and a ‘grab bag’ located in a 


locker adjacent to the main fire alarm panel. 


The drawings identify the plan layout of the facility, means of escape routes, fire exits, 


stairways, means for fighting fire etc. 


Gas, Electric, water Isolation points 


Electric – Mains power isolation is in the external electrical intake building to the rear of 


the building. Keys to this building are located in the Caretaker’s office. 


Gas – The main gas isolation point is located within the external green gas locker to the 


side of the building. Keys to this locker are located in the Caretaker’s office. 


Water – Mains water isolation is on the roadway at the rear car park vehicle entrance. 


All isolation points are marked on the building plan for Fire Service information. 


Emergency Continuity Plan Contact Details  


EMERGENCY CONTACT NUMBERS / INFORMATION 


EMERGENCY SERVICES  ‘999’ 


North Wales Police:  0845 607 1001 
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NHS Direct Wales:  0845 46 47 


North Wales Fire Service (Fire Safety) 0800 169 1234 


UTILITY / EXTERNAL COMPANIES 


Scottish Power/MANWEB: 0800 001 5400 


Welsh Water (Leak line): 0800 052 0130 


Any Gas Leaks (Wales & West) 0800 111 999 


LPG (Flo Gas) 0345 720 0100 


Knowsley Lift Services 0151 286 1322 


DCC EMERGENCY NUMBERS 


DCC Emergency Helpline 01745 538414 


(Out of Hours) 


Corporate Health & Safety Dept: 01824 712541 / 2516 / 2517 


Building Services Help Desk: 01824 706893 


Facilities Manager: 01824 706748 / 07810 758978 


Senior Site supervisor: 01824 706198 / 07733 012426 


Site Supervisor: (COUNTY HALL) 01824 706198 / 07920 537305  


 07467 330559  
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Emergency Fire Plan 


Facility Name:              Russell House – Rhyl    U.P.R.N = 0913-000 


Address: Churton Road, Rhyl LL18 3DP 


Telephone:  DCC general number: 01824-706000  


DCC Out of hours number: 0300-123-0368 


Responsible person:         DCC John Dickson, Facilities Manager: 07810 758978 


Key Holders Paul Ollerhead, Senior Fire Engineer: 07795 335288 


 Simon Davies, Site Supervisor: 07810 815404 


Plan prepared by:             John Dickson 14/11/2022                                          


(Review date 01/11/2023) 


Normal occupancy:   Up to 400 Persons  


Permanent Staff, Visitors, Hot Desk/Agile Workers. 


Operating hours: The building is open to staff between 07:00-19:00hrs Monday 
to Thursday & 07.00-18.30 on Fridays 


: 
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Introduction 


This is the emergency fire plan for Russell House Offices, Rhyl. The plan can be used for 


any emergency event requiring evacuation such as a fire, explosion, gas leak, building 


damage etc. 


The Person in Charge may be any trained member of the Building Fire Safety Team who 


is on site during the emergency (Facilities Manager, Caretaker, Floor Manager, and Fire 


Warden Etc.) 


The emergency plan is put into operation immediately upon the activation of the fire alarm 


sounders, verbal fire alarm warnings (such as shouting ‘fire’) or any other instructions given 


by the Person in Charge. 


The fire evacuation strategy requires an immediate, simultaneous evacuation of all persons 


from the building. 


All members of staff (including new, temporary, agile/hot-desk workers) will be made 


familiar with the plan and will receive suitable information, instruction and training. 


Emergency Fire Actions 


Action to be taken by any person discovering a fire 


Any person discovering a fire should raise the alarm by operating a fire alarm manual call 


point and by making colleagues aware using verbal warnings.             e.g. shouting “Fire’’, 
‘’evacuate the building’’ etc”,   


Fire Alarm Warning 


This facility has an automatic fire detection and alarm system. If any electronic sensors, 


detect heat or smoke (or a manual call point is activated) the fire alarm warning system will 


be activated to give audible and visual alarms. 


The fire warning alarm at this facility is a loud, two-tone, repeated warble.  
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When the fire alarm has been activated the alarm system will NOT be reset by any person 


other than the Person in Charge or the Fire Service. 


Confirm the Fire 


If the fire alarm is activated, the Person in Charge (or assigned deputy) will investigate the 


location of the identified fire to confirm that the incident is a real fire or a false alarm.   


Note: The Fire Service will not attend site until the fire has been confirmed by Key holders 


or other responsible persons at the site.  


Contacting the Emergency Services 


If signs of a fire are identified (flames, smoke, burning smell, significant heat) the Person 
in Charge will call 999 to request Fire Service assistance.  


Fire Evacuation (All Staff) 


If the fire alarm is activated, all staff, visitors and contractors are instructed to evacuate the 


building by the nearest safe fire exit route to the signed assembly point in the rear carpark 


and await further instructions. 


Nominated members of staff will assist persons with identified disabilities and/or mobility 


problems to evacuate the building. Details recorded in personal emergency evacuation 


plans (PEEPs) 


All persons must wait at the assembly point for further instructions off the Person in charge. 


No one must re-enter the building until told it is safe to do so. 


All staff, visitors and contractors will be made aware of the fire evacuation procedures, 


means of escape routes and fire exit doors. 
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Emergency Fire Actions – Organisation and Arrangements 


Building Fire Safety Team 


The Building Fire Safety Team includes  


• The Facilities Management Team (FM Managers, Caretakers) 
• Floor Managers (Levels: basement, ground,1,2 & 3 Floors) 
• Fire Wardens 


• First Aiders  
• All members of the Building Fire Safety Team will be identified by high visibility 


jackets/waistcoats (Orange for Floor managers, Yellow for Fire Wardens/ first 


aiders). 


The ‘Person in Charge’ Role 


The Facilities Team are the primary responders who would usually be expected to manage 


a fire alarm event and evacuation.  


At times, the Facilities team are required to work at other buildings/locations, it is therefore 


foreseeable that the Facilities Staff may be off site when a fire alarm event occurs. 


The Person in Charge is therefore a role and not a named person and will vary according 


to availability, work activities and time of day but will generally be:- 


• A member of the Facilities Management Team or 
• One of the Floor Managers (Building Fire Safety Team) 


The Person in Charge - Emergency Actions 


In the event of a fire alarm, the Person in Charge will attend the fire alarm panel in 


reception to identify the detected location of the fire. A zone diagram next to the alarm 


panel will relate the indicated fire zone to the building plan. 
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The fire alarm system is also monitored (24/7) by an alarm receiving centre who will call 


the Key Holders to warn of the fire alarm activation. 


The Person in Charge or an assigned deputy will investigate the location of the detected 


fire to confirm that the incident is a real fire or it is a false alarm.   


If signs of a fire are confirmed (flames, smoke, burning smells, significant heat) the Person 
in Charge will call 999 to request Fire Service assistance and provide any known details 


of the fire.  


The Person in Charge will remain at the fire alarm panel (if safe to do so) and co-ordinate 


all activities with the rest of the Fire safety Team. They may assign duties to any of the 


available Floor Managers/Fire Wardens according to the nature of the emergency. 


The Person in Charge will liaise with the Fire Fighters on their arrival to the front of the 


building to provide details of the fire, reported evacuation status and any site hazards that 


they need to be made aware of.   


They will make the site fire folder/grab bag available to the Senior Fire Officer. 


The person in charge will communicate with the Floor Managers at the assembly point to 


advise whether it is safe to re-occupy the building or if further contingency actions are 


required. 


Floor Managers -  


In the event of a fire alarm, one or more nominated Floor managers will attend the Fire 


Panel to liaise with Person in Charge. They may be needed to assist the Person in 
charge. If not needed, the Floor Managers will proceed to the Assembly Point to direct and 


co-ordinate all staff activities. 


If the Facilities Management Team are off-site, one of the Floor Managers will temporarily 


assume the role and carry out the duties of the Person in Charge; 


At the assembly point, the Floor Managers will ensure that all persons remain safely in the 


assembly area, collate roll call and other information from the Fire Wardens and identify 


any persons missing or not accounted for. 
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They will communicate any relevant information back to the Person in Charge and 


Keep all persons at the assembly point informed on what is happening.  


Fire Wardens -  


As soon as the fire alarm is activated, the Fire Wardens will encourage all colleagues to 


evacuate the building as quickly and calmly as possible. 


They will check all assigned areas to ensure that all persons have left the building and if 


applicable collect the signing in/out boards. 


Close windows and doors wherever possible within their assigned area.. 


Exit the building and report to the relevant floor manager to inform them of the evacuation 


status for the assigned Floor/area. 


Assist the Floor Managers with any further requested activities.  


Please Note: All fire wardens present at the time of the evacuation must report to        


                       the Person in Charge to pass on any relevant information 


All Staff  


Make safe any work in progress.  


Ensure all fire doors and windows are closed. 


Follow the evacuation instructions and leave the building via the nearest safe means of 


escape route. 


Congregate at the identified assembly point in the rear car park and wait for further 


instructions. 


Report any persons unaccounted for immediately to a Floor Manager or Fire Warden. 
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First Aiders  


Trained First Aiders are requested to carry first aid kits/supplies with them when they 


evacuate the building and be prepared to administer first aid if required at the assembly 


point. 


Any injuries sustained during a building evacuation must be reported to a Floor 


Manager/Fire Warden at the assembly point.  


Casualties will be monitored and if required Paramedics will be requested by emergency 


999 call.  


Contingency Plans 


Secondary Evacuation  


As a short term measure, persons evacuated from the building will be expected to remain 


at the fire assembly point until given further instructions. 


If the fire alarm event is a false alarm it is likely that members of staff will be allowed back 


into the building once the Person in Charge is satisfied that it is safe to do so. 


If the fire alarm event is not likely to be resolved quickly or it is inclement weather, 


members of staff will be advised of any further action required or relocation available. 


Major Incident 


If a major incident is declared by the Fire Service, The Person in Charge will contact the 


Corporate Landlord/Senior Leadership Team for them to initiate the County Business 


Continuity Plan.  


At this point the Person in Charge will close the building and send staff home or to work at 


another location.  
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Power Failure 


Some of the emergency lights are permanently lit. In the event of a power failure all 


emergency lights will be activated. This will provide sufficient low level lighting to assist 


escape from the building.  


The passenger lift will not operate. If it is in use at the time of a power failure the lift car will 


lower to Level 1, open the doors then go out of service.  


Persons trapped in lifts. 


General Fire Arrangements 


Fire Detection and Alarm System 


The fire detection and alarm system is visually checked daily and tested weekly (Thursday 
10:00 hrs) with the results recorded in the fire alarm system logbook. All faults are reported 


immediately to the alarm provider via Building Services Help Desk and faults rectified as 


soon as practicable by the alarm Service provider. 


Emergency Lighting System 


The emergency lighting system (maintained luminaires, signed light boxes, bulkhead 


luminaires) is tested monthly and the results recorded in the fire alarm system logbook. All 


faults are reported immediately to the Building Services Help Desk and faults rectified as 


soon as practicable. 


Arrangements for containing a fire: 


The building is designed and built to delay the spread of fire and smoke with fire 


compartments separated by fire resisting doors and partition walls.  


All fire doors must be kept closed to prevent the spread of fire and smoke. 
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Means of Evacuation and Evacuation Routes  


There are sufficient fire exits to provide emergency egress from all areas of the building. 


The fire exits are located to allow emergency exit in more than one direction from most 


areas of the building. (Rooms in the North facing wing of the top floor (Civica) have their 


exit restricted to one direction, extra provision has been provided in this area to 


restrict/contain the spread of fire). 


All corridors are protected means of escape routes.  


All fire exit doors are clearly identified with emergency directional evacuation signage, 


adequately illuminated and fitted with appropriate single action door opening devices. 


In the event of a fire alarm, the lift should not be used. 


If the fire alarm sounds, all visitors and contractors will evacuate the building immediately 


using the nearest safe emergency exit and make their way to the assembly point at the 


rear of the building. 


In preparation for an emergency, regular fire evacuation drills will be carried out. Records 


of drills will be maintained. 


All means of escape routes and fire exit doors are checked for condition, correct operation 


and housekeeping weekly. The checks are recorded and immediate remedial action taken 


where required. 


Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans (PEEPs) 


Every person identified as requiring assistance has a Personal Emergency Evacuation 


Plan which details their individual assistance needs and capabilities. 


The PEEP details the best means of evacuation (assisted walking, wheelchair, evac chair 


etc) and is located in the site fire folder for reference. 


Evacuation chairs are available and located in each stairwell. 
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Emergency Assembly Point: 


The emergency assembly point for all persons evacuating the building is the rear car park.  


Whenever possible a role call will be carried out at the assembly point with any relevant 


information gathered by the floor managers and or fire wardens being passed onto the 


person in charge. 


Arrangements for firefighting: 


A range of fire extinguishers (water, foam, powder, carbon dioxide) are provided as 


firefighting equipment.  


Fire extinguishers are located throughout the site and their positions marked on the site 


plan. 


Fire Wardens are instructed in the use of fire extinguishers through fire awareness training 


and practical training courses. 


If it is safe to do so any trained person discovering the fire may attempt to fight the fire 


using an appropriate fire extinguisher. 


Russell House I.C.T/Communications Room (Basement Server Room) 


The Basement ICT Server room is protected by separate Automatic FM200 Gas 


suppression systems. The smoke damper control panels are located in the corridor outside 


the room. 


The smoke dampers will be operated by Members of the FM Team or ICT only. See 


separate procedure. 


Fire Mans switches at main fire alarm panel. Detail what for and how to operate.. 
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IMMEDIATE ACTIONS: 


1. In the event of a fire and/or detection of smoke/heat source, the automatic fire 


suppression system will activate. This in turn will activate the fire sounders (high 


pitched wailing) and the fire warning lights (Red Light) 


2. On the activation of the fire suppression system you are to evacuate the 


communications room as quickly as possible, ensuring that you are out of the 


communications room within two minutes. 


3. On evacuation, ensure that the communications room is not secured, this will enable 


the fire services to gain entry once the fire suppression system has fully discharged. 


4. Report to your line manager at your fire assembly point informing him/her that the 


communications room is clear and all staff are accounted for, and that the fire 


suppression system has been released. 


ACTION BY I.C.T MANAGER 


1. Ensure that any staff working in the communications room are accounted for. 


2. Report to the building manager (Person in Charge) that the fire suppression system 


has been released and that the communications room has been cleared, and all 


staff are accounted for. 


COMMUNICATIONS ROOM HOUSEKEEPING 


1. I.C.T staff are to keep the communications room clean and tidy at all times. 


2. Drink and food stuffs should not be consumed in the communications room 


3. Any rubbish/empty boxes or combustible material which is not required should be 


handed to facilities staff for disposal. 


Plan drawings of the facility: 


Plan drawings of the site are located in the site fire folder and a ‘grab bag’ located in a 


locker adjacent to the main fire alarm panel. 
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The drawings identify the plan layout of the facility, means of escape routes, fire exits, 


stairways, means for fighting fire etc. 


Gas, Electric, water Isolation points 


• Gas:  Situated in a locked box/cabinet facing the disabled car parking bays. 


    Standard MJ56 key required for lock. 


• Electricity:  Situated in the basement boiler room.  Keys are held in Site 


Supervisor’s office. 


• Water:  Situated in basement boiler room, right hand corner wall. 


Emergency Continuity Plan Contact Details  


EMERGENCY CONTACT NUMBERS / INFORMATION 


EMERGENCY SERVICES   - ‘999’ 


North Wales Police:    - 0845 607 1001 


NHS Direct Wales:    - 0845 46 47 


North Wales Fire Service (Fire Safety) - 0800 169 1234 


UTILITY / EXTERNAL COMPANIES 


Scottish Power/MANWEB:  - 0800 001 5400 


Welsh Water (Leak line):   - 0800 052 0130 


Any Gas Leaks (Wales & West)  - 0800 111 999 


LPG (Flo Gas)    - 0345 720 0100 


Knowsley Lift Services   - 0151 286 1322 


DCC EMERGENCY NUMBERS 


DCC Emergency Helpline  -        01745 538414 
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(Out of Hours) 


Corporate Health & Safety Dept: -        01824 712541 / 2516 / 2517 


Building Services Help Desk:  -        01824 706893 


Facilities Manager:   -        01824 706748 / 07810 758978 


Senior Site supervisor:                          -       01824 706198 / 07733 012426 


Site Supervisor: (RUSSELL HOUSE)    -       01824 706473 / 07810 815404  
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